We propose a kinetic model of a fluid in which five macroscopic fields, the mass, energy, and three components of momentum, are conserved. The dynamics is constructed using the methods of statistical dynamics, and results in a discrete-time Markov chain for random fields on a lattice, followed by projection onto the information manifold. In the continuum limit we obtain a non-linear coupled parabolic system of field equations, showing corrections to the Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, the Euler equation for the conservation of mass acquires a diffusion term, seen to be an Ito correction; this is also the origin of the usual viscosity terms. All parameters are predicted in terms of the mass and mean free path of the molecules. It is argued that the new equations are more stable as well as more consistent than the Navier-Stokes system.
Introduction
Our title is taken from Truesdell's book [47] , where he says "results of this kind are described by kinetic theorists as 'corrections to hydrodynamics' ". In an earlier work [43] we tried to derive macroscopic physics from statistical dynamics [42] , a kinetic theory that conforms to the laws of thermodynamics. The model in [43] involved the conservation of mass and energy, but omitted the momentum field. There, we set up a Markov chain on the state-space of a lattice gas of lattice size ℓ, and discrete time step dt. The diffusion limit, ℓ 2 = λdt → 0 was shown to exist in the sense of means. We obtained the Smoluchowski diffusion equation for the density, supplemented by a new equation for the temperature. In this work, ℓ denoted the molecular size, and not the mean free path, as in the present paper. A more general scheme has been studied by Wojnar [48] . Our system predicted the Soret and Dufour effects in liquids at rest, which might be regarded as a satisfactory result. However, without a velocity field, the theory "has not got off the ground" [31] . It is therefore worthwhile to use the same methods to construct a model with all five conserved fields, mass, energy, and the three components of momentum. These five are the constituents of the Navier-Stokes equations [33, 34] . We set up the simplest model, and find that the dynamics of the macroscopic fields can be worked out in terms of elementary functions. These can be simplified in a suitable limit, giving the modified Navier-Stokes system:
Here, m is the molecular mass, ρ is the mass-density, e = 3k B Θ/(2m) is the internal energy per unit mass, as in [33, 34] , P = (k B /m)ρΘ is the pressure of a perfect gas, Θ is the temperature, and u is the mean velocity field. The diffusion parameter λ is predicted to be
where a is the diameter of the hard-core potential. We denote by c := (k B Θ 0 /m) 1/2 the approximate velocity of sound at the reference temperature Θ 0 . We arrive at these equations from a Markov model of a lattice gas, in which the size of the lattice spacing is taken to be a. The clock governing the Markov chain has a relaxation time corresponding to the mean free path at x given by ℓ(x) = aρ max /ρ(x), where ρ max = ma −3 is the maximum possible density. The limit we take corresponds to ℓ → 0, c → ∞ such that ℓc remains finite and non-zero. The main difference from the usual equations is the diffusion term on the right-hand side of the continuity equation. It is this that causes the Soret effect, namely, if the density is constant but not the temperature, there will be a flow of particles. The exact form of the viscosity tensor might be model-dependent, but other terms not usually present, which express Onsager symmetry, seem to be needed for consistency. Thus the anomalous Dufour effect is the Onsager dual to the Soret effect, and appears in the energy equation. These equations have the following advantages over the conventional Navier-Stokes equations. There is a natural discretisation of the system (the original model) which is a thermodynamic system in its own right. This could be the basis of a convergent numerical scheme, and is implementable if the velocities are small compared with the speed of sound. The equations are likely to be more stable, and have smoother solutions, than the equations without the diffusion term in the continuity equation. The proof of existence of solutions, as well as their numerical study, should be easier. The reason for this is that our system is uniformly parabolic in any region in which temperature and density are bounded away from zero. On the other hand, in the system known as 'compressible Navier-Stokes with temperature', hereafter denoted N-S, the principal symbol is non-invertible, having a row of zeros in its first line. That this leads to a rather unstable system of equations is well known. Finally, our system reduces to the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation if we put u = 0 and Θ = const. The usual system reduces toρ = 0; the multiplicity of stationary solutions to one of the equations contributes to the instability.
We now mention some earlier work, relating it especially to the question of diffusion of mass. The Soret and Dufour effects were found experimentally in the nineteenth century. Later, they were predicted for gas mixtures by Chapman [16] and Enskog [21] , and found experimentally by Chapman and Dootson [18] . Curiously, neither Chapman nor Batchelor [4] emphasises these effects for gases of a single type. Chapman notes that for gas mixtures 'diffusion is produced by (1) a concentration gradient...(2) by external forces...and by variations of (3) total pressure and (4) temperature.' He does not allow any of these types of diffusion for a single species. Batchelor needs to tag a particle to make his discussion, and for a mixture of marked and unmarked particles, says [4] , p. 33 : 'The total number density does not itself change as a consequence of the exchange of marked and unmarked molecules and may be regarded as constant'. Thus he considers the diffusion to occur because of the exchange of particles of the same mass but differing energy etc.; no diffusion of mass occurs in the exchange. Woods agrees with this (eq. (51.6), (38. 3), (53.2) and elsewhere, of [49] ), but also disagrees: eq. (69.7) is Fick's law, our first equation with u = 0 and Θ constant. Chemists [24] know all about diffusion, which is discussed on p. 11 and derived from kinetic theory in Chapter 7. This is done for gas mixtures in general, and the case of one species is obtained as a special case. This goes under the name 'self-diffusion'. The authors say 'Clearly, if the molecules in a gas are all physically identical, it is impossible to measure their interdiffusion'. They do claim that we can measure the diffusion coefficient by looking at the interdiffusion of isotopes or isomers (p. 540). They have in mind that the particles of one type exchange their positions with those of the other type. There is no net diffusion of mass as a whole, according to (7.2-43) of [24] , in spite of this being in contradiction to (1.2-9) of the same book. In his book [39] , Spohn gives a proof of the Boltzmann equation for a deterministic classical gas of hard spheres, expanding on [30] . The Boltzmann-Grad limit is used in the proof. The equation holds for times less that the mean relaxation time, ℓ/c in our notation, which is zero in our limit. He says (p. 76) 'No doubt a derivation of the Boltzmann equation global in time remains as the outstanding problem'. In §5 it is suggested that this equation needs modification. In part II of [39] , Spohn starts from a stochastic model on a lattice, and is happy to derive bulk diffusion. He does not comment on the contrast between this result and Euler's continuity equation, which for people working in fluids, is sacrosanct; indeed, it follows easily from the Boltzmann equation [24] , or [5] , page 154. Nevertheless, it contradicts the theory of Onsager, which says that the current of an extensive variable, here the mass, should contain the gradient of the corresponding intensive variable, the chemical potential, with negative coefficient. It is also not compatible with Kubo's theory of linear response. Except for [39] , the quoted authors rely on the authority of Enskog [21] , and Chapman [16] who were the first to study the hydrodynamic limit of a kinetic equation. In [17] , Chapman and Cowling develop Enskog's method, which is based on the Boltzmann-Enskog equation; their book has been criticised by Truesdell as non-rigorous, in that no distinction is made between approximations and theorems. Chapman himself has said that reading the book is 'like chewing glass' [14] . Truesdell's own version [35] is limited to rigorous results, and gives what was then known about the hard problem, to show that Maxwell's model thermalises in a small time on the macroscopic scale. He says that this result is not yet proved. The reason may be that in this work, the model attempts to describe mechanical properties of individual molecules, and probabilistic results are out of reach. A similar attitude is evident in [5] . Balescu defines the state as the specification of a phase-space distribution function F (p, q), by which he introduces probabilistic, non-mechanical concepts. He then spoils it by adding, p. 25, 'the subsequent evolution of the system is strictly determined by the laws of classical mechanics' (original italics). He uses the methods of probability, and goes through the 'gain-loss' equations of a Markov chain, and derives the Fokker-Planck equation. He notes that the diffusion terms are related to the singular nature of the stochastic process. But his heart is not in it; he concludes (p. 320) "As long as we admit the existence of atoms...it is impossible to deny the fact that, at each time, each particle is 'somewhere', at a well-defined position." This classical model of molecules does not allow a particle to make a random move to an empty site. The crux of the question is whether the state of the system is a point ω in phase-space Ω or a probability p on Ω. The latter is chosen in statistical dynamics (the true faith, [42] ). If we do indeed describe the state by p rather than ω, then we must heed the advice of Rivet and Boon [38] , p. 174, who say 'In a fluid, spontaneous fluctuations also induce particle diffusion...' but they go on to say that it is not observable, because 'particles diffuse in their own medium'. No evidence, either mathematical or physical, is offered to support this. The diffusion could be diffusion of particles into vacancies in space, rather than exchanging positions among themselves. Euler's continuity equation is not a law of Nature, but a claim about the mean of the random particle current. Boltzmann designed his equation to make sure that it obeyed the Euler equation; so the Boltzmann equation itself is no evidence for Euler. In [38] . p 129, it is remarked that (for a lattice gas) the assumptions needed to derive the Boltzmann equation are only approximately true. Thus the vanishing of the bulk diffusion of mass is only approximately true. In our new kinetic model, we find small corrections to Euler's continuity equation, and to the rest of the Navier-Stokes system.
We start with a finite cubic lattice Λ with small spacing, of size a. At each site x ∈ Λ, we construct a discrete configuration space, Ω x , so that the total sample space, Ω := x Ω x is discrete. In this case we have the possibility of using von Neumann's entropy
to represent the thermodynamic entropy. Some authors deny that S(p) has anything to do with thermodynamic entropy, citing at least two reasons: S(p) is zero for any actual sample ω ∈ Ω, and S(p) is constant under any Hamiltonian dynamics. Neither criticism applies to statistical dynamics, since the state of the system is a probability and not a sample point, and the dynamics is not Hamiltonian. Another off-putting feature of the von Neumann entropy is that it diverges to ∞ as fast as − log a when we take the continuum limit a → 0. It can be shown [43] that in the model studied there, this divergent part is timeindependent, and that the time-dependent part has a contribution of the form −m −1 ρ(x) log ρ(x) dx, where ρ(x) is the mass density in the limit a → 0. This term, the 'differential entropy', is not always positive, and this has puzzled some authors, who are tempted to replace it by the relative differential entropy ρ(x) log(ρ(x)/σ dx, where σ is the overall equilibrium state. This has the same time-dependence as the differential entropy, and is the choice of [37, 32] ; however, it does not include some driven systems. Hill says [23] that since the classical entropy is infinite, we are allowed to choose our own renormalised value so as to agree with the (finite) quantum value. Here we adopt a procedure that has this outcome, but describe it differently. We use classical probability but not classical mechanics; the latter cannot predict the size of molecules, nor the number of states per unit volume of phase-space. We introduce a discretisation of momentum, which is taken to be an integer multiple of a unit, ǫ, whose value is found from quantum mechanics. Then with ǫ and the lattice size a both positive, the entropy is finite and positive, and agrees with quantum mechanics. Since these parameters are very small, we can simplify the dynamics of the model by taking the continuum limit, a → 0, ǫ → 0; this allows us to replace sums by integrals and finite differences with differentials. We arrive at the system (1), where terms of size (u/c) 2 are ignored. In the Appendices we calculate these omitted terms; we find velocity corrections to the continuity equation, as well as a viscous correction to the energy equation. In the study of equilibrium, however, we keep ǫ > 0, a > 0, and can nevertheless express the equation of state in terms of elementary functions.
Our programme started as a project, to derive the Navier-Stokes equations from statistical dynamics. This is less ambitious than hoping to derive hydrodynamics from the Boltzmann equation; in the latter, the non-linear collision term is thought to lead to local thermodynamic equilibrium on a short time-scale. In statistical dynamics this step is put in by hand, thus bypassing the most intractable problem in the subject. In this we follow the method of information dynamics, pioneered by Jaynes [27] and Ingarden [25, 26] . In early versions of this theory [28] the true dynamics is taken to be Hamiltonian, so the von Neumann entropy is constant in time as a state p 0 evolves according to Liouville's equation from time 0 to a state p t at time t. At time t the state p t is projected by a non-linear map Q onto the information manifold M of states, giving a reduced description by the state Qp t ∈ M. The entropy is thereby increased; this is interpreted as loss of information due to the observer's giving up some detail in the projection Q. It is thus observer-dependent. It was recognised that there was a difficulty in interpreting the state Qp t as the physical state at time t; the state we get depends on how many times we choose to set up the reduced description. For example, Q[(Qp t ) s ] = Qp t+s . We do get a semigroup if we project onto the information manifold after a small time interval dt, evolve another time dt, project again, and repeat, and then take dt to zero. This gives the dynamics as a curve in the information manifold. This is an attractive idea, since, having made the choice of the 'level of description', the new dynamics is determined by the Hamiltonian. A surprising result is that this dynamics is isentropic [28, 6] . The reason is that for small distances the entropy gained by the map Q is proportional to the square of the distance (in the Fisher metric) of the point p t from the manifold, and this distance is proportional to dt. The second-order difference in entropy contributes zero to the rate of entropy gain in the limit dt → 0.
The modern form of information dynamics is statistical dynamics [42] . We renounce Hamiltonian dynamics, replacing it with a stochastic process that con-serves energy, mass and momentum, and also increases entropy. The generator of the process is the sum of generators for many subprocesses, each with its own relaxation time, τ , say. For the Markov property to be realistic, the time-step of each subprocess should be the relaxation time of that subprocess. It can be arranged that in time τ , the gain in entropy is of order τ . This gain is at least preserved by the map Q, since this in an entropy non-decreasing map. We interpret this gain in entropy as real, and not observer dependent. It is the gain in entropy that would occur if the dynamics included non-linear collision terms, which involved very fast variables able to thermalise the system locally on a fast time-scale. This is equivalent to the assumption that our choice of extensive fields includes all slow variables. We regard the map Q, which is nonlinear, as part of the dynamics; it does not alter any of the means of the slow variables. It is the 'best' way to close the system of equations. More might be possible; in certain models, Yau [52] proves that in the models studied by him, we can permute the operations (a) making the reduced description, and (b) the timeevolution. Thus, we take a state p 0 and replace it by the closest macrostate, and then solve the macroscopic equations up to time t, getting another macrostate. This gives the same answer as starting at p 0 , following the exact microscopic dynamics for the same time t, and then making the reduced description. Such a result is out of reach in general classical Hamiltonian dynamics, mainly because (due to the KAM theorem) it is unlikely that such a system is ergodic. There is no such far-reaching analysis in the present paper, which is just a first step. We want to make sure that at a formal level the macroscopic equations themselves are correct. We find that the hydrodynamic equations of the model are similar to the Navier-Stokes equations, but that there are some new terms of the same size as the usual viscosity terms. We argue that these terms are needed for the stability and consistency of the system. Beck and Roepstorff [7] proposed a similar programme; they start with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck velocity process for a tagged particle, instead of Hamiltonian dynamics. They study the equations of motion for the temperature and the mean velocity field, by making use of the Ito calculus. They use the identification of temperature with mean relative kinetic energy to close the system of equations. They are able to reproduce some of the terms in the Navier-Stokes equation, but get a different viscosity term. They also find a diffusion term 'correcting' the Euler equation for the conservation of mass. Because this correction is rarely written down in texts on hydrodynamics, they content themselves with the remark that they agree with the Navier-Stokes equations in the incompressible case, provided that the viscosity is negligible. They stop short of saying that the continuity equation is wrong. Xing, on the other hand, is happy to get diffusion of a single species [50, 51] . From a stochastic differential equation for the dynamics of a point in the phase space of N classical particles, Xing arrives at a diffusion correction to the continuity equation; he notes that this is an inevitable consequence of any stochastic treatment. Xing's starting point is, of course, different from ours; his corrections to the Navier-Stokes equations are also different. In particular, in an external field, he does not get the Smoluchowski current for the mass density, which in our opinion is a drawback in his theory. On the contrary, our model can be generalised to cover an external field [22] , and the desired Smoluchowski term duly appears in the current for the mass. When we put u = 0, our system reduces to the Smoluchowski equation with temperature [43] . In other words, the more detailed description, with momentum conservation, reduces to the less detailed description, when we put the intensive variable u = 0. Any systematic approximation method should have this type of property. The usual Navier-Stokes system fails in this respect.
In a well-known book, Amit and Verbin [2] , §(3.3), give an elementary argument for a diffusion term in the equation of motion for the mass, which they call self-diffusion, although the argument also applies to bulk diffusion. Dobrushin, [20] in a stochastic model without velocity, rigorously obtains the diffusion term; he notes that the Euler equation has no diffusion. He says that if the Euler system has a solution, it might well describe reality for a short time; but his modified equation should describe reality well for a much longer time. We concur with this sentiment.
The introduction of random fields here is not the same as adding Langevin terms directly to the hydrodynamic equations. The motive for models of the Langevin type is that it is likely that the system of equations (without our corrections) only have chaotic solutions; these might be describable by a random field.
It should be stressed that the qualitative predictions of our system differ very little form the usual system; not only is our diffusion term small, but it is imitated by N-S in the combination of the Euler transport in the density equation with the effects of the pressure gradient on the mean velocity. In its turn, the pressure gradient is influenced by the diffusion of heat. Only a study of the detailed time-dependence of both models will distinguish between them, and the ultimate arbiter is experiment.
In §2 we specify the model, illustrating all the concepts of statistical dynamics in a very concrete way. The configuration is a field on the discrete lattice Λ, similar to that introduced in [41] ; the difference is that in the present model, the local state if occupied by a particle, is specified by the three components of momentum, rather than simply by the energy. We show that the fluid at equilibrium is a special van der Waals gas, and that in constant gravity, the density falls off exponentially with height, as expected.
In §3, we specify the hopping rules that give the dynamics we study in the rest of the paper. These are stochastic rather than deterministic, and differ from the Boltzmann Stollzahlansatz in that the usual independence of the variables at different points is assumed to hold after rather than before a thermalising collision. An extra feature is that the rule for the transition depends on the current state of the system, through the fact that the mean free path depends on the density.
In §4, we find the hydrodynamic limit of the discrete dynamics defined in §3, for the special case of no external field. It is written in terms of the dynamics of the means of the slow fields. We find that some terms in the the equations are not in tensor form unless we average them over the group SO(3); in other words, some of the lattice structure is visible in the preferential viscosity along the axes of the cubic lattice of the discrete model. On averaging over SO(3), some of these terms are converted into the viscosity tensor, and others disappear. We obtain the system eq. (1) as a formal limit. In several appendices, we calculate the corrections to the continuity and energy equations up to order (u/c) 2 .
In §5 we argue the advantages of the new system over N-S.
The model in equilibrium
2.1. The information manifold. Any model of a fluid must have a local structure. In our case, space is chosen to be a lattice Λ ⊆ (aZ) 3 ⊆ R 3 , representing the possible positions of the molecules. The parameter a ≈ 10 −8 cm. = 1Å is the size of the hard core of a molecule, and at most one molecule can sit at each point. The sample space Ω is the set-product of Ω x as x runs over Λ; thus
The choice of the sample space Ω x at each site is part of the model; it tells us the microscopic states (momentum, spin...) available to a particle at x, if there is one. In our model, Ω x is a discrete version of momentum space, together with the empty set, signifying a hole:
where ǫ is a parameter having the dimension of momentum. A sample point is thus a function ω :
ω is a section of the trivial bundle Ω over Λ. Note that Ω is not a discrete version of phase space of a specific number of named particles, as studied e. g. in [35] . There, the authors adopt a 'particle' point of view, whereas our Ω uses the 'field' point of view. The number of states in a field theory is reduced by a factor (10 23 )! compared with the particle theory having the same size of discretisation. This over-counting in classical particle theory must be the biggest error of any theory still taught to students. In the field version, Ω has the property that no configuration exists with more than one particle at a site x ∈ Λ; this result can only be achieved in the particle point of view by introducing an infinite repulsive core between particles, or by solving the equally hard problem of N non-intersecting random walks.
The parameters a and ǫ are positive and roughly predictable from quantum mechanics. There are tables of values of the size of various molecules; these values of a depend on the quantum model in that, for the larger atoms and molecules the Hamiltonian chosen is itself open to change and improvement. It is better to regard a as a parameter to be chosen so that the predictions of the present model agree as well as possible with experiment. The corrections to Boyle's law given in the present section would seem to be a good place to start.
We shall see that we can express the partition function Ξ of the model by elementary functions, provided that ǫ is small enough so that we can replace discrete sums by integrals. To be a realistic attempt at a model of fluids, we must conform to Heisenberg's uncertainty relations. The number of momentum states of the atom, in a region of size a 3 , must be equal to the number of quantum states. Otherwise the entropy, free energy etc. would differ from that of a quantum treatment, and we would not agree with experiment over the value of thermal capacities. Thus, we adopt a semi-classical treatment; we are well within the region where this is valid. The nearest neighbours provide an infinite potential well (in R 1 ) of size about a = 3 × 10 −8 cm. The momentum k of a state is quantised and has eigenvalues κ n , where κ n is the wave-number κ n = nπ/a = 10 8 n cm. −1 (6) So in c.g.s. units the smallest change in momentum is κ 1 = 6.6 × 10 −19 = ǫ, small enough to replace sums over k by integrals dk. For lower densities the size of the potential well is increased, leading to a smaller value of ǫ. This changes the absolute value of the entropy, etc., but it cancels out in the time-dependent part, if we replace sums by integrals. We forego doing the asymptotic analysis justifying this.
In any statistical theory, the observables are random variables; that is, they are real functions X : Ω → R. On a countable space, every function is measurable. In our model, the 'slow variables' of information dynamics are the densities of the particle number, the energy and the three components of momentum along the three directions of the cubic lattice Λ:
Here, Φ is a real function representing an external potential. We do not solve the theory for any interactions between the particles, other than the hard core. In an interesting series of papers on similar models, [8, 9, 10, 11, 12 ] Biler and coworkers have been able to add interaction, in the sense of mean-field theory. Each random variable divides Ω into level sets, called shells by physicists. In statistical dynamics, the shells defined by the conserved quantities play a large role. For example, the energy shells are labelled by the possible values that the total energy can have:
If |Λ| < ∞, and Φ is bounded below, all these energy-shells are finite sets. In the same way, the number and momentum shells Ω N , Ω ̟ are defined, N and ̟ being the values of x N x and x P x respectively. Thus Ω is the disjoint union of disjoint shells:
where
The state-space of the model is the set Σ of probability measures p on Ω. If the state is p, then the macrovariables are the means of the slow variables
From these we form the densities ρ(x) = mN x a −3 etc. which in the limit a → 0 are expected to obey hydrodynamic equations of motion, once the dynamics of the states p are chosen.
The information manifold of our model is the subset M ⊆ Σ of states of the form
where Ξ is the great grand partition function
States of this form will be said to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, for all slow observables X . Since M ⊆ Σ, p remains a state in Σ, but one which is of a special form. In statistical dynamics it is assumed that locally thermalising dynamics causes the true state of the system to remain close to M at all times. The projection of the true state onto M by the map Q gives an orbit in M, which is the solution to the equations of motion for the macroscopic variables.
In the Navier-Stokes equations, the velocity field plays a major role. It is related to the above mean fields by
We shall later be able to write u x as the mean of a random field Υ x on the particle subspace Ω x − ∅. A more natural definition of u is in terms of the canonical coordinates. The means are obtained from Ξ by the usual formulae:
We
where for i = 1, 2, 3,
Here, ǫ = a −1 π . The integrals can be done, to give
Thus
From eq. (21) we find
From eq. (22), at each x ∈ Λ, the mean momentum ̟ is related to its conjugate canonical variable ζ by
It follows that
We can therefore write the macrostate in terms of the more common variables, the chemical potential, µ, the velocity field u = −ζ/β and the temperature Θ = (k B β) −1 , thus:
Finally, we compute the mean energy in canonical variables, and then we eliminate ξ and ζ in favour of N x and u:
Thus, in these variables, the small parameter ǫ, and the large canonical variable ξ, do not show up. This is a satisfactory outcome; dividing the equation by a 3 , we obtain the macroscopic variable e(x) := E x /(ma 3 ) as the usual function of the macroscopic variables Θ, u and the mass-density ρ = mN x /a 3 . There is a maximum possible density, ρ max = ma −3 . For every-day fluids, u · u is much smaller than 3k B Θ/m. However, there is nothing so far in the theory which is not valid for speeds as big as or greater than the speed of sound, which is approximately (mβ) −1/2 . The presence of the term mu · u/2 in the energy will thus be important in a study of the dissipation of sound waves, or in fast flow past a stationary boundary. We have omitted this small term from eq.(1).
Entropy and pressure.
From the von Neumann formula, for a state p ∈ M the entropy is
Suppose that we are in equilibrium; then the fields are independent of x. From eqs. (31, 18) we get
Compare this with the thermostatic formula
(note that the term u · ̟ is omitted in [33] , eq. (1.17)) where P is the pressure and V the volume; we see that
If there are N = x N x particles, and V 0 is the smallest volume they can occupy, (one per site) then V 0 = a 3 N and N x = V 0 /V . Also from eq. (30),
For small V 0 this is close to the van der Waals gas
with A = 0. Unlike the case A > 0, this model shows no failure of convexity in its isothermals. We shall see that this thermodynamic pressure is not exactly what appear in the hydrodynamic equations. This has been remarked in the literature [15, 4] ; instead, the pressure appearing in the Navier-Stokes equations is called the mechanical pressure, being one third of the trace of the viscosity tensor. We confirm this in our model, though the argument given [15] is not convincing; there it is claimed that in a time-dependent situation the local fluid has no time to adjust to local equilibrium, so the pressure felt at a point is not the equilibrium pressure eq. (38); this seems to be contradicted by our choice of dynamics, which forces the macrostates to lie on M. This is not in conflict with the result, since for small densities the pressure of the perfect gas agrees with eq. (38) up to terms of order a 2 , the accuracy to which we work. Our thermodynamic pressure P is indeed the one whose gradient supplies the force on the liquid. Consider constant gravity Φ(z) = mgz, where we have written x 3 = z. Suppose that u = 0, and ξ, β are constant. The the density of fluid in equilibrium becomes, by eq. (29),
for some B. What is holding up the fluid between z and z + dz against gravity? It is the pressure difference between height z and height z + dz. For unit area, P z − P z+dz = mgN z dz × (# of lattice sites per unit volume)
Since log Ξ satisfies the boundary condition (zero at z = +∞) we must have
for small V 0 /V . For any state in M, whether in equilibrium or not, the local pressure at a site x ∈ Λ may be defined as P x = a −3 k B Θ x log Ξ x , which in the same approximation is
Hopping dynamics
We complete the definition of our model by giving the hopping dynamics, also called the update rules. To motivate our choice, we present a critique of the method.
In infinite volume, the free Bose gas with zero velocity field at every point, and at uniform temperature and pressure, is in equilibrium. The molecules of the gas are not at rest, but have random velocity distributed according to the grand canonical distribution. If we look at time t at a small volume of the gas at the point x, most of the particles in it move out in a short time, say dt, and are replaced by others moving towards x from various parts of space. The molecules at x of very high velocity v say, are replaced by others from a great distance, say from y. The concept of 'others' is not well defined, as the particles are identical; but this is the physical picture of equilibrium which allows an extension to nonequilibrium. The picture has been confirmed by tracking a marked particle. For free particles, the marked particle moves with constant velocity, but the mass density is independent of time. The marked particle just displaces another of the same velocity, which itself has moved elsewhere. This might be called 'selfconvection' of mass. If the particles interact, then the velocity of the marked particle eventually relaxes to the average of the fluid. A marked particle can then be described by Brownian motion. Again, the mass density does not change at all (and neither does any other macroscopic field). If there is no marked particle, we can keep the same picture. This has been called 'self-diffusion' of mass. If the system is out of equilibrium, and at time t the density of particles of velocity v at the points x and y are not the same, then the density of particles of velocity v at x changes in the time interval dt, and its computation requires a knowledge of the density at possibly remote points y. This might be called 'bulk mass convection', and is not zero. Our idea is that for interacting particles, the non-zero bulk convection entails a non-zero bulk diffusion of mass.
For interacting particles, the concepts of mean free path and relaxation time are well established [2] , and can be measured. For gases of very low density, where collective effects can be ignored, we can calculate the mean free path if the scattering cross-section of two particles is known. In this paper we shall make the assumption that the cross-section is 4a 2 . The relaxation time is the time taken by a particle of velocity v, which is moving in the gas, to thermalise and become indistinguishable from the gas around it. We shall adopt the simplifying postulate that this occurs randomly, at a rate such that, on average, a particle moves along a free path of length ℓ, until its thermalisation, say at x, and then joins the general population at x, after dumping its mass, energy and momentum there.
It has been remarked [19] that systems are observed to be well described by states in local thermodynamic equilibrium, LTE, that is, a state of the form eq. (16). Our information manifold consists of such states. Now, except at equilibrium, this cannot be exactly the true state even for free particles; for if the state is in LTE at time t, then at time t + dt, the particles have moved about, as described in the last paragraph. However, for interacting particles with mean free path ℓ, we can describe the state at t + dt as being approximately in LTE, with a correction consisting of those particles that have not yet travelled their free path and so are not thermalised. These unthermalised particles are mostly the slow ones. However, because collisions on a path are random, some of the unthermalised particles will be faster particles from further afield, say from y. The probability of their presence at x at time t+dt is proportional to the density at y, on average a distance ℓ away from x. This picture reveals the difference between our model and that provided by the Boltzmann equation, a theme taken up again in §5.
Some authors [5, 17, 38] claim that the bulk diffusion coefficient can be proved to be exactly zero, based on classical mechanics. Since this is a reversible theory, the same argument can be used to show that entropy is conserved during the dynamics. This is contrary to N-S. Now, molecules do not obey classical mechanics, which gives very poor results in many-body theory compared to statistical dynamics. One doubtful claim is that in an actual volume of gas, each molecule has a well-defined position and momentum [5] , while at the same time, is described by a temperature and pressure (at each point). The fact that a particle moves a distance ℓ, about 200 molecular diameters, before thermalising, means that a probabilistic treatment is necessary, as the collisions are governed by quantum mechanics, which has an inbuilt randomness. Kubo, Toda and Hashitsumi [29] point out that in quantum mechanics, the interpretation of the current needs care. They choose to interpret the continuity equation as a Langevin equation, and arrive at a diffusion term, which is essentially an Ito correction due to the variance of the number operator. A similar point of view is adopted by Xing [50] . In [5] and the others the mean mass current is taken to be uρ, the product of the means of the velocity Υ and the occupation density N /a 3 . Thus the correlation between them is neglected.
The true state p(t) defines a unique LTE state Qp(t) ∈ M with the same mean values of the slow variables at each x ∈ Λ. Our assumption is that Qp(t) is close to p(t) at all times, not that they are equal. We say that Qp describes the part of the state p that has thermalised (locally) at each point x. The difference between Qp and p at time t + dt can be accounted for by a minority of particles that have left some point y at time t and have not yet become thermalised. In Qp these particles are described by the average mass, momentum and energy of all particles, at each x; in the true state, p, they would need a more detailed specification. When one of these spare particles thermalises at x, it contributes to the current at x, and is now correctly included in the thermodynamic description, namely the updated state Qp(t + dt); this updated value includes the energy, momentum, AND the mass which left y, and is now located at x. The current also includes the loss of particles, which were at x at time t. The rate of this loss is proportional to the random current N Υ . The use of the state Qp instead of p does not mention collisions explicitly, but replaces them by their effect, the thermalisation of the spare particles.
In our model, the relaxation time is different for particles of different speed; in a time interval dt, fast particles will make several hops and thermalisations, and the change in the local thermodynamic description should be the sum of all these contributions. Others, the slower ones, will take several multiples of dt before they thermalise. Meanwhile, they amble along freely, and are counted in the Euler dynamics of the state at time t + dt. In the next time step, from t + dt to t + 2dt, these particles on average only need a fraction of the mean free path to complete their thermalisation. To cope with this complication, and to be able to define an update rule for a fixed time interval dt, actual thermalisations are replaced by probability rates, both for fast and slow particles. The transfer of mass etc. from y to x is divided and attributed in proportion to the current time interval. We use these changes in the mass etc. to update the LTE-state. In computing them, we use the means of the random current N Υ in the state Qp. This would be justified within a microscopic theory if the true state p(t) had a convergent expansion in powers of the mean relaxation time ℓ/c:
The limit ℓ/c → 0 corresponds to instant thermalisation, in which case we might expect the states p and Qp to be the same. To simplify the discussion, we postulate abrupt thermalisation, which says that a particle moves (up to the nearest lattice point) a distance ℓ, and then thermalises. A more realistic [46] treatment is to assume that a random distance, of mean ℓ, is travelled. In such a model, the corrected continuity equation turns out to be the same as with abrupt thermalisation, eq. (1).
In the general scheme which we call statistical dynamics the first part of the dynamics, the Markov transition T , can be any bistochastic map which conserves the desired global observables. It is known that if a stochastic map increases the entropy of any state (or leaves it the same) then it must be bistochastic; therefore, by Birkhoff's theorem, [1] it is a mixture of permutations. In our case, then, we could choose T to be any mixture of permutations of Ω E,N,̟ , with no obligation to impose any relation between the operators on different shells. This gives us wide freedom, too wide, to construct models obeying just the first and second laws of thermodynamics. To get the usual equations for fluids, other physical properties need to be taken into account. We require T should be local, coupling only neighbouring points of Λ. Two points are regarded as neighbours if their distance apart is one mean free path, denoted by ℓ. Moreover, in a transition from one configuration (at time t) to another (at time t + dt), not only should we remain in the same shell Ω E,N,̟ , but the net rate and direction of the transfer of energy and density to and from x ∈ Λ should correspond to the velocity of the particle at x and its neighbours. Let us now give our model in detail, first for the case when the external field Φ vanishes. Then between collisions, the velocity is independent of time, and is v x (ω) := k x /m; it will take the particle at x to a neighbour at a distance ℓ in the relaxation time τ = ℓ/|v x |. The idea is that the Markov assumption with time-step τ is a simplified version of saying that the particle coasts along freely for a time τ , after which it joins the local thermal state at the new site, depositing it mass, energy and momentum there. It then loses its memory of the past. The thermalising map Q then readjusts the state at the new site to be a local thermal state with slightly altered values of the means of the slow variables. When updating the state at a given site x ∈ Λ, we shall choose ℓ to be the nearest integer to m/(4a 2 ρ(x)); ℓ is the geometric mean free path, since 4a 2 is the molecular cross-section. Clearly, τ depends on the configuration ω ∈ Ω. So there is no single relaxation time in the model; the high momentum states relax faster than the slower states. As explained above, rather than considering a collection of hops each taking a different amount of time, we take advantage of the smallness of all the τ to find the rate of hopping for each transition, and then move to a process in continuous time with these same rates.
There is another problem. For a given point x ∈ Λ, and a point y such that |x − y| = ℓ, it is very rare that y lies on our lattice. So, unless k points in the direction of one of the lattice vectors e i , a displacement of length ℓ in the direction of k may not hit the lattice. We solve this in the present model by replacing the deterministic drift by a stochastic map. This is a combination of hopping maps to neighbours only along the vectors ℓ(e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ). Given that x ∈ Λ is occupied, and x + ℓe i is empty, the (random) hopping rate is v i x /ℓ if v i x > 0, and zero if it is negative (in which case, the particle has a rate −v i x /ℓ of going to x − ℓe i ). If the hop takes place, the energy, mass and momentum is transferred from x to x+ ℓe i , and the updated state has the site x empty, and the site x+ ℓe i occupied with a particle of momentum k. This says that a particle with velocity k can hop along directions other than along its direction of motion; it is designed so that the average motion is in the direction k. This hopping rule is suggested by the ideas of quantum decoherence.
The probability of no transition in time dt
For this expression to be a probability, we must put a cut-off, K, on the size of the momenta allowed to make transitions. The probability of states of high momentum is very small, since the state before a hop always lies on the information manifold of states in local thermodynamic equilibrium, and any such distribution contains the Maxwell factor exp{−βk.k/2m}. So we expect the error introduced by a large cut-off to be small. With K fixed, we must choose dt small enough so that the sum of all the hopping probabilities in the time-interval (t, t + dt) is less than one.
The dynamics given by the map T acts on states, which are probability measures on Ω; this part is actually already a 'non-linear Markov chain'. For, the mean free path ℓ = m/(4ρ(x)a 2 ) is inversely proportional to the inverse power of the density ρ in the current state. Thus, the rules giving the transition rates in one step of the the map T is expressed by a non-linear Markov transition p → T (p)p, with T (p) proportional to ρ −1 . This non-linearity does not affect the properties, (conservation of energy, etc., increase in entropy), which are true for any bistochastic Markov matrix conserving the energy-shells.
If the external field Φ(x) is not zero, then speaking classically the particle slows down or speeds up as it makes the jump. Suppose for definiteness, Φ(x + ℓe i ) > Φ(x); then if
it has enough energy to reach x + ℓe i ; its momentum on arrival will be k i′
We take the rate r of transition to be the average of the initial and the final rates:
Then not only is the total mass and energy conserved, but the local rate of change of momentum obeys Newton's law:
Hence dk dt = −∇Φ. If k i x > 0 but it fail to satisfy eq. (43), then classically the particle returns past x without reaching x + ℓe i . Let us postulate that it stays put at x, so that no transition in the i-direction occurs. So we could define r x to be zero in this case. If k i x < 0, and Φ(x) > Φ(x − ℓe i ) is assumed, then the particle will arrive at x − ℓe i with the (negative) momentum k i′′ x given by k i′′2
. Again, the rate is taken to be the average of the initial and final rates, and this obeys Newton's law. In each case, the transition is from a point ω that has x occupied with momentum k x and x ± ℓe i unoccupied, making a jump with rate v/ℓ to the point with x unoccupied, and x ± ℓe i occupied, with momentum k i′ or k i′′
x . This jump occurs for each k, and so a transition occurs with the sum of all these rates. Let T i x denote this transition matrix. We must add similar transitions for each point x ∈ Λ. Then as in the case of Φ = 0, we must choose a cut-off K and then choose dt so small that the sum of all hopping probabilities is less than one. Let T denote this sum.
It can be shown that a symmetric Markov chain leads to Onsager symmetry for the macroscopic equations [44] . However, it is not reasonable to try to construct a symmetric Markov chain T for our model. For, the transition probability of a particle at x with positive momentum k i to move to x + ℓe i cannot be the same as the probability of return, which is zero. Rather, it is equal to the transition probability of a particle at x + ℓe i , with the momentum −k i′ x , to jump to x. This leads to a bistochastic matrix, and hence to positive increase in entropy. One can show that the macroscopic laws obey Onsager symmetry in the generalised sense, with Υ being odd and N and E being even under time-reversal.
For a component of T i x to be non-zero, the site x must be occupied and the site x + ℓe i empty. So as usual, the entries of the Markov matrix are conditional probabilities. The rate of transition is therefore multiplied by N x (1 − N x+ℓe i ). This is a kind of Fermionic factor, reflecting the existence of the hard core, and is worked out in [43, 45] for models without velocity. There, it is seen that if we neglect N x compared with 1, then we still get a model in which both laws of thermodynamics hold. This approximation is obviously a good one for gases. For simplicity, we leave out these terms. The omitted non-linear terms due to the hard core are similar to those of the PKK model, except that they have opposite sign, and so tend to stabilise rather than destabilise the heat equations.
Hydrodynamics in Zero Field
If the external field Φ is zero, the momentum is conserved, and the hopping rules become much simpler, since k ′ = k ′′ = k in that case. Thus we take the hopping rate from x in the direction e i to be r = k i x /(ℓm). Another simplifying fact is that if Φ = 0 then the energy-momentum leaving the site x at the start of a hop is equal to that arriving at x + ℓe i at the end of the hop. Let X x be one of the random fields N , E, P. For each i, in unit time, the change in X x := E p [X x ] due to T i has four terms, which are the gain/loss to x + ℓe i , and the loss/gain to
Then the change due to exchanges with both x ± ℓe i is
That this is a finite difference means that the total amount of X is conserved (in the mean). When we take the limit ℓ → 0, and sum over i, eq. (47) becomes the divergence of the vector J. Note that we are taking the limit ℓ → 0 subject to keeping the term ℓc finite, where c is the large parameter
c is roughly the speed of sound at temperature Θ 0 . To be sure of using this limit consistently, we keep the next term in the finite difference:
For a given p ∈ M ⊆ Σ(Ω) suppose that N x = p{ω : N x = 1} = E p [N x ] is not zero. We can then define the conditional probabilityp x (ω) = p{ω|N x = 1} on Ω x − ∅, and we find, by Bayes's rule,
A random variable X on Ω defines a random variable, also called X , on Ω x − ∅ by restriction to this (smaller) sample space, since Ω x is the same for all x. The mean, in the state p, of any random variable X which is zero if ω x = ∅, can be expressed in terms ofp:
So u := E p [P/(mN x )] becomes the mean inp of the random variable Υ := m −1 P, where N x is a sure function. Then we can rewrite J i x as
The first term contains the product of the first moments, which gives the Euler
, as well as the correlation between X x and Υ ; this will be denoted by Ep x [Υ X ] T , meaning the truncated part. The second term of eq. (51) is of order ℓ, and so is negligible unless it contain a factor c. We can therefore replace the finite-difference by a derivative. Moreover, we replace the sum by an integral. Thus we get for each i,
With this form for J i we can sum over i = 1, 2, 3, to get the change in E p [X ] due to T 1 + T 2 + T 3 . We shall see that for some choices of X it is not in tensor form. This means that some remnants of the orientation of the lattice survive, violating rotation covariance. In those cases, we must average the dynamics over all orientations of the lattice. This average will be denoted by . Putting this together, the equation of motion of X x becomes
In the analysis below, the r.h.s. of this equation will be called 'the unwanted term'. Eqs. (52) and (53) replace the Boltzmann equation as the underlying kinetic equation of our model. The Navier-Stokes equations in [33, 34] are written in terms of ρ(x, t) = mN x /a 3 , e = 3k B Θ/(2mN x ) and u = ̟/mN x , and it is a simple matter to eliminate the temperature Θ from our equations, by using eq. (33) in order to compare our equations with those of [33, 34] .
Corrected Euler equation for the density.
We put X x = N x in eq. (52), noting that N = 1 on Ω x − ∅. We see that the 'unwanted' term on the r. h. s. of eq. (52) is odd, and so its average over SO(3) is zero. Moreover, since N is the identity on Ω x − ∅, the correlation term does not arise. The particle current is therefore
This is evaluated in Appendix (4), and gives the equation of motion for ρ(x) := ma −3 N x :
It is convenient to write
Then to order ℓc, the correct mass-current is
Even up to hurricane winds the terms involving u/c are small. Near a boundary the gradients of such flows can be as big as any other term in the dynamics. However, at a boundary we must modify the hopping rules, so that in the outward normal direction the velocity of all particles is reversed in one time-step, with a suitable rate. It is not clear how to translate this idea into boundary conditions in the continuum. In the Euler system, one requires that u should be parallel to the boundary; in the Smoluchowski system, one imposes Neumann conditions on the diffusion operator. In the Navier-Stokes system, it is common to impose the condition u = 0 on the boundary, with the idea that some fluid adheres to the boundary and is at rest. In our system, one might impose that u vanish as we approach the boundary, and that its normal gradient remain finite, to avoid infinite viscosity. The idea of adhesion might lead us to expect that a boundary layer is formed, and that it can widen, or evaporate, so that ρ reaches its maximum possible value, ρ max = ma −3 , in a 'hood of the boundary. The thickness of this boundary layer expresses the strength of the adhesive forces due to the boundary material, and so are not predicted by the equations of motion of the fluid itself.
Corrected equation for the energy.
The contribution of T i to the time-
because the 'unwanted' term on the right of eq. (53) is odd and its average over SO(3) is zero. From eq. (52), we have for J 1
The first term is
Now, Z = Z 1 Z 2 Z 3 and by eq. (27),
The we use eq. (31) to eliminate ζ i to get
The first term is the transport of energy by convection, and is part of the "correct" expression j N e = uρ − λρ −1 ∇ Θ 1/2 ρ e. The second term is the ideal-gas approximation to the pressure, and added to the first, it converts the transport of energy into the transport of "enthalpy" 15] . In our model, the limit ǫ → 0 ℓ → 0 leads to the perfect gas, and we identify a −3 N x k B Θ with the pressure. The diffusive contribution to eq. (59) involves three terms,
The contribution to the diffusion current of the energy is then
We first evaluate the contribution independent of the velocity: we ignore the velocity terms u 2 j and evaluate M 1 (0) = m/β, M 3 (0) = 2(m/β) 2 and ǫZ 1 (0) = (2mπ/β) 1/2 . In this approximation, the diffusion current is
This contains
which is the convection of internal energy due to the diffusive particle current; the remaining 1/2 is called the anomalous Dufour effect [43] . In Appendix 5 we derive the viscosity corrections to the energy current, up to quadratic powers of the velocity, which gives the quadratic term
Except near a boundary, these terms are smaller by λ(u/c) 2 than the terms in (1), and, like the kinetic energy term mu · u/2, is omitted from the energy equation to this order. They include, among others, the viscosity term
which can be written in the notation of P. L. Lions [34] , eq. (8.83)):
Here, d := 1 2 (∂ i u j + ∂ j u i ) is the kinetic viscosity tensor, and µ = 3λ/5, ξ = 6λ/5 are the parameters of [34] . We see that our model perdicts a direct diffusion of the kinetic energy by the extra term −λΘ 1/2 ∇(u · u)/2). The viscosity is independent of the density, in accordance with many experiments. There are further terms, involving ∇ρ and ∇Θ, which are the cross terms in the Onsager matrix, and are necessary for Onsager symmetry (in the generalised sense).
4.3.
Corrected dynamics of the momentum field. Put X = P j in eq. (53) and consider the dynamics of the component ̟ j due to the transition matrix T i . The convective part of the current is then
Thus we get two terms of the Navier-Stokes equations, the second again being the perfect-gas approximation to the pressure. For the diffusive part, the cases i = j and i = j are different. If i = j, then the 'unwanted' term on the right-hand side is of order ℓ and is not multiplied by c, and so is discarded. There remains the contribution to J i Pj :
We can interpret the two parts:
The first can join the convective term N x u i ̟ j to form the convection of momentum by the complete mass current j i ρ . The second term is part of the diffusion current
The expression with M 1 at ζ i = 0 is covariant when we add a similar term from j = i; we argue in Appendix 6 that the higher powers of ζ i , which must be averaged over SO (3), are negligible. To first order in u, since M 1 (0) = m/β (Appendix 1), we have the contribution to J i Pj equal to
There remains the term with j = i. This time, the unwanted term of eq. (53) is not negligible, and must be included. We note that
We find the total contribution to the diffusive current J i Pi to be:
To order ζ, this is
Half of eq. (68) is the missing j = i term of the covariant expression eq. (65). Put together, we get the contribution to J i Pj equal to
The other half of eq. (68) gives a further term of order u,
This is not covariant and averaged over SO(3) it gives zero. But it is supposed to be a contribution to a vector, and naturally, its average is zero. To find out what vector it is, we first make a scalar out of J i Pj by taking its divergence ∂ i and contracting with an arbitrary constant vector b j ; then we write the average of this scalar as ij b j ∂ i J i Pj . Consider the contribution to this scalar coming from half of eq. (68) for i = 1, 2, 3. Since only j = i contributes to these terms, we must average the expression
We can remove the vector b and write mN x /ℓ 3 = ρ to get the contribution to the current of momentum density
This joins the current from eq. (69) to give eq. (1).
Conclusions
We have arrived at a coupled parabolic system of field equations for gases, differing from N-S (the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with temperature) by some extra terms. These predict the Soret and Dufour effects for gases of a single species, unlike N-S. The most notable difference is our prediction of the bulk diffusion of mass. There is a fundamental difference in the origin of diffusion in the two approaches. In the Boltzmann-Enskog equation, diffusion is caused by collisions. In a collision at x, energy and momentum is transferred, but (for identical particles) no change in mass-density occurs. As a result, there is no bulk diffusion of mass. On the contrary, in our model, the transfer of mass, energy and momentum is carried by the particles under free motion. Collisions occur after one mean free path, and inhibit this motion; however the resulting thermalisation allows us to record the transfer by the updated state in LTE. It is likely that for liquids the conduction of heat is caused by collisions, and that there is not much free motion. Thus we expect our model to apply only to gases. It is worthwhile to compare our theory with the discussion of the Boltzmann equation of the hard sphere system [39] and of lattice-gas automata [38] , p. 73. Both [39, 38] and the present paper divide the dynamics into two phases, similar to the interaction picture of quantum mechanics. There is a propagation phase of free motion at a given velocity, in which the particle changes its position from y to x; there is also an interaction at x, called a collision in [39, 38] and a thermalisation here. In [39] the collision is deterministic, and the uncertainty lies entirely in the initial state. In [38] , the collision phase might be deterministic or stochastic, while in the present work, both phases are stochastic. Rivet and Boon mention that it is optional whether the propagation stage comes before or after the collision phase. We shall show, however, that it does make a difference when the LTE approximation is made.
The models of [39, 38] and the present paper have some obvious differences. We argue that the quadratic collision term, square of the density, is small and can be replaced by its general effect, thermalisation, whereas in [38, 39] it is the main item of discussion. The present model and [38] are discrete, whereas [39] is continuous. The present model and [39] have a hard core and arbitrarily high velocity, whereas in [38] the exclusion principle applies only to particles of the same velocity, and the range of velocities is very limited. In [38, 39] a scaling is performed, whereas our model does not need this. It is, however, in the concept of current state, and its update over one time-step, that the differences are the most interesting.
In [38, 39] it is assumed that the true state of the system is (nearly) factorisable just before a collision, after a period of free propagation. Spohn says, p. 50, 'collisionless flow . . . is very effective in carrying away correlations', and Rivet and Boon say 'in the subsequent propagation phase these correlations are completely damped out' [38] , p. 72. If this is true, then it is simplest to take the current state p(t) to be the state just before a collision, when the important random variables are (assumed to be) nearly independent. The approximate state is specified by the Boltzmann-like distribution f (x, v, t) at each x. For thermal models there is a locally conserved energy, and and f defines a unique LTE state of given mean energy and mean momentum. This procedure is directly analogous to what was done by Boltzmann.
The point of view of the present paper is almost the opposite. We assume that just after a collision, which we prefer to call a thermalisation, the local state is close to LTE, and almost independent of its neighbours. It is then simplest to use this instant to describe the state p, and to account for its mass, momentum and energy by the nearby state Qp. It is during the free propagation that the state loses its LTE property, since then particles from regions of different density and temperature come together. At the end of one free path, the collision occurs, and the LTE property is restored, ready for the next time-step.
The assumption in the Boltzmann approximation that correlations are completely damped out by free propagation cannot be correct. Free propagation is isentropic, and so does not take the state any closer to equilibrium. It does exhibit properties similar to mixing; it brings together particles from far away, which are likely to be independent because 'they have a different history' [39] . However, any original correlations remain, and now appear as correlations between different space-points. This shows up clearly in our analysis; the density of particles with velocity v at x at the end of a period of free flow is exactly that at the point y at the beginning of the period, in the notation above. In my view, this is a bad time to assume the vanishing of correlations; we might be tempted to assume that distinct points are (nearly) uncorrelated. For example, consider the first equation in the BBGKY hierarchy for the system of hard spheres, [39] , p. 54,
The correlation ρ 2 between neighbouring sites might contribute to the diffusion term in a suitable limit (the BBGKY hierarchy is time-reversible, so it cannot give diffusion, or the N-S system, or the Boltzmann equation, without some weakly convergent limiting procedure).
Concerning the other phase of the dynamics, the collision, Rivet and Boon say that after a collision, the velocities are correlated. Some of the models in [38] , those termed 'efficient', do use an almost perfect thermalising map to represent collisions. For these, the correlations after a collision might be quite small. The dynamics of the classical gas of hard spheres is deterministic, and the velocities after a collision are highly correlated [39] . In the present paper, collisions are represented by the map Q, which increases entropy and takes the local state closer to equilibrium, and independent of its neighbours. In high-energy physics, some collisions with many degrees of freedom are well modelled by a complete thermalisation. In a real fluid, a particle moving over a distance ℓ = 200a will be thermalised by the end of the journey; its change in state is better described by the map Q than by a deterministic dynamics. Just after the thermalising map is a good time to do the reckoning. Our scheme is to try to 'carve nature at its joints' [3] , p 341. One of its obvious joints is the instant when the particles have thermalised. We chose the simplest possible model, with hard cores but no attraction. This is simple enough to allow us to compute the states of local thermodynamics equilibrium exactly. In a more detailed analysis, the effect of the hard-core can be catered for by the exclusion of more than one particle on each site. This shows up as a non-linear term ρ(1 − ρ/ρ max ) in the Soret effect [45] . This factor means that for a single-component liquid the Soret effect is very small; however, we do predict a Soret effect for a gas of a single component, which is of the same size as the viscosity and heat transport coefficient.
The hopping rules chosen in this paper state that a hop can occur only over a distance ℓ, the mean free path. We called this the assumption of abrupt thermalisation. A more realistic assumption is that the hop distance before thermalisation is random, with the probability of hopping a distance between s and s+ds being ℓ −1 exp{−s/ℓ}ds [2] . This model leads to similar conclusions, in that the continuity equation also acquires the same diffusion term. It is reasonable to assume, as we did, that the mean free path ℓ to the right of a point x ∈ Λ is the same as that to the left of x + ℓ; indeed, the absorbing material in the two paths, there and back, is exactly the same. We then put ℓ = aρ max /(4ρ(x)), which depends on x. More exact would be to use the average density over the mean free path, rather than its value at one end. The error is of second order in ℓ, provided that ρ −1 is bounded. Details will appear in [46] . When the mean free path is not much larger than a we would expect that (in a classical picture) the mean free path is not exactly given by this formula [19] . In this way, a large number of tractable models can be studied.
We can write our equations for the currents in terms of the thermodynamic forces in Onsager form; in this formalism, the usual continuity equation, without our extra diffusion term, fails to give a positive definite Onsager matrix L: the thermodynamic force dual to the density is the gradient of the chemical potential, and this does not contribute to the density current in Euler's continuity equation, so L ρ,ρ = 0. The cross-term L ρ,e represents the Soret current, and is also absent. Mathematically, omitting the diffusion means that the principal symbol of the elliptic operator L has a row of zeros in the first line. Clearly, the failure of L to be positive definite can lead to a very unstable and singular dynamics.
If there is an external potential, it does not affect the local state, because it cancels out inp; however, it does affect the hopping rates, and thus appears in the equations of motion. In a paper in preparation [22] we find the equations of motion for a fluid moving in a potential; when u = 0 they reduce to those found for the density and energy in [43] except for phase-space factors due to the different sample space. When temperature is constant, our equation reduces the that of Smoluchowski, with diffusion constant proportional to Θ 1/2 . Smoluchowski preferred the power of the temperature to be unity. For many gases, it lies between the two.
It is possible to extend the theory to the case of inter-particle potentials by following a suggestion of Biler and collaborators [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 36] . This gives a macroscopic dynamics in which the rate of change of energy at a point x is governed by the mean field of all the other particles. This is not too bad, since anyway after the map Q only the mean energy etc is conserved at the macroscopic level.
A prize has been proposed for the satisfactory answer to the existence problem for the Navier-Stokes equations. Since this involves the pressure, and the perfect gas equation involves the temperature, and the concept of temperature involves randomness, it is likely that these equations are badly posed physically and possibly mathematically. It would be better to propose a prize for the solution to more correct equations, such as those given in the system (1) . Even if our diffusion term is too small to be easily distinguished from effects due to the conduction of heat, the mathematical existence problem is likely to be easier than for N-S. The odd terms vanish after averaging over SO (3) . To order ζ 2 we get m 1/2 (2πβ) 1/2 + 1 2 β 2πm
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The Fick term is therefore div ℓ∇ ρ ℓ (2πmβ) 1/2 = 1 (2π) 1/2 div ℓ∇ ρ k B Θ m 1/2 = c (2πΘ 0 ) 1/2 div ℓ∇ Θ 1/2 ρ = λdiv ρ −1 ∇ Θ 1/2 ρ .
Appendix 3:
Averaging over SO (3) . The hopping transition along the directions 1, 2, 3 often gave us a contribution to a scalar quantity of the form
where u, v are vector fields. Since this is not a scalar, the dynamics shows up the lattice structure at the accuracy where these terms enter. To remove the lattice effect, we average over the group G = SO(3) of orientations of the lattice. The following is an elementary way to do this. First, let G 0 ⊆ G be a subgroup and let • G0 denote the average over G 0 . Then
and A i G0 G = A i G .
We now find the average of A 1 over the subgroup G 3 of rotations in the 1 − 2plane. After a rotation through an angle θ, ∂ 1 → ∂ 1 cos θ + ∂ 2 sin θ, and the same for u 1 and v 1 . Hence
2π 0 dθ (cos θ∂ 1 + sin θ∂ 2 ) 2 (cos θu 1 + sin θu 2 ) (cos θv 1 + sin θv 2 )
We now add the terms got by 1 → 2, 2 → 3 and 1 → 3, 2 → 1, which we get from ∂ 2 2 u 2 v 2 by averaging in the 2-3 plane, and from ∂ 2 3 u 3 v 3 by averaging in the 3-1 plane. Thus
Now, ∂ i ∂ i u · v and ∂ i ∂ j u i v j are invariants, and
, and
Average over SO (3) . The left-hand side is A G , and the right-hand side is
It follows that
As expected, this is the divergence of something, namely 1 5 ∂ i u · v + 2∂ j u i v j .
Appendix 4:
Velocity corrections to the diffusion current. From eq. (77), the terms of order ζ 2 in the diffusion current of the density due to T i is 1 2 ℓ∂ i β 2mπ 1/2 m 2 u 2 i since βu = −ζ. By eq. (79), when averaged over the rotations, this makes a contribution to the diffusion mass current equal to
Put c = (k B Θ 0 /m) 1/2 . Then we get the contribution − Θ 1/2 0 ℓc 10(2π) 1/2 ∂ i (ρΘ −1/2 u · u/c 2 ) + 2∂ j (u i u j ρΘ −1/2 /c 2 ) .
Appendix 5:
Velocity corrections to the energy current. The diffusion term in the energy-current due to T 1 is
The part of this independent of u was found in the text. The part linear in u is odd, and averages to zero. The part quadratic in u is, by Appendix 1, the quadratic part of
Averaging over SO (3) gives for the part of the energy-current quadratic in the velocity:
− λ 2ρ ∂ i ρΘ 1/2 u · u − 3λ 10ρ ∂ i ρΘ 1/2 u · u + 2∂ j ρΘ 1/2 u i u j .
= − 4λ 5ρ ∂ i ρΘ 1/2 u · u − 3λ 5ρ ∂ j ρΘ 1/2 u i u j .
6.6. Appendix 6: Velocity corrections to the momentum equation. The contribution to the momentum current J Pj from T i is
For j = i the unwanted term is
Adding (80) and (81), the contribution to the current from T i when j = i is
We note that the transition matrix T i only contributes to the current of any observable X in the direction e i . To get a scalar out of the tensor J i Pj , we take the divergence over the index i and form the scalar product with a constant vector b; a given T i contributes only to j ∂ i J i Pj b j . We get as the contribution to this from T i :
